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1. INTRODUCTION 
x = (x, ) Xl )...) x,,) which is a solution of Laplace’s 
a=H a2H d2H 
F+++ .” + - =o, 
‘XI ’ 2 a’xf, 
is said to be harmonic in n-dimensional Euclidean space R”. If H(x) 
satisfies Laplace’s differential equation throughout a neighborhood of the 
origin in KY’, it has the spherical harmonic expansion 
H(x)= f H,(x), (1.1) 
nr = 0 
where H,(x) is a harmonic, homogeneous polynomial of degree m in x,, 
-~2,..., x,,, [S, p. 451. It has been recently shown [9] that the series (1.1) 
converges absolutely and uniformly on compact subsets of the open ball 
B, = {x: Ix < R}, where 1x( = (x: + xz + . . . + xi)“‘, 
R - ’ = J3 lim sup (l/V,,, H(O)ll/m!)‘!“‘, 
m t r 
(1.2) 
and the norm of the mth gradient of H(x) is defined as follows: 
For each n-tuple a = (a,, Us,..., a,,) of nonnegative integers, let 
Ial =a, +a,+ ..’ +u,,, u!=a,!a,!“~a,,!, and 
Then 
Ii2 
lIv,WO)Il = m! 1 (D”H(O))‘/a! 
IUI = m 
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Further, such convergence of the series ( 1.1) does not obtain on a larger 
ball centered at the origin. 
In this paper we consider the growth of the harmonic function H= H(x) 
as 1.~1 + R, and obtain results which are analogs of the classical results 
known for analytic functions of a single complex variable [ 1, 3, 121. In Sec- 
tion 2 we develop a number of fundamental inequalities for harmonic 
functions H(X) which are later used to characterize their growth interior to 
the ball B,, explicitly in terms of the mth gradients IV,,,H(O)I. In Section 3 
we obtain expression for the growth order of H, and in Section 4 we obtain 
expression for the growth type of H. 
2. INEQUALITIES AND LEMMAS 
For the sake of convenience only, we first introduce a factor l/2” in 
Fugard’s definition of the norm of the m-gradient of H. That is, we define I 2
IV,,, H(O)J = 
1 
(m!/2”‘) c (D”H(O))‘/a! 1 , 10 = n1 
where lu(, a!, and D” are as given in Section 1. From this definition and the 
result (1.2) it is immediate that the series (1.1) converges absolutely and 
uniformly on compact subsets of B,, where 
R ’ = lim sup (IV,,, H(O)l/m!)’ “‘, 
,,r + T 
(2.1) 
and such convergence obtains on no larger ball centered at the origin. In 
this way we obtain a perfect analogy with the corresponding function 
theoretic result concerning the radius of convergence of a Taylor series 
expansion of an analytic function, where IV, H(O)l/m! plays the role of the 
Taylor coefficient ,f”“‘(O)/m!. 
It is well known [S, p. 451 that the homogeneous, harmonic polynomials 
H,,,(x) are orthogonal over any sphere centered at the origin. In fact, if S(r) 
denotes the sphere 1x1 = r in R”, we have the orthogonality relations 
0 forj#k 
1 Hk(x) H,(x) u’o = St I ) 
k!:fk(@i2, /VkHk/’ forj=k, 
where da is the element of the surface area on the sphere S(i), and c, is the 
surface area of S( 1). 
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If ,f is any square integrable function defined on the unit sphere in R”, it 
is easy to see that Il,fli z d jI.f’il I , where 
and 
ll.f’ll x = sup I f@)l. 
S(I) 
Let ;li”,, denote the vector space of harmonic, homogeneous polynomials 
of degree m in x , , x2 ,..., x,,. Our first result is a reverse of inequality 
II H,,,lI 2 d II ff,,,Il I . 
LEMMA 1. Lrt H, E z,,. Thn 
II H,,I/ L d J% llH,,,ll,, 
where 
Proqf: It is well known that the dimension of .iu,,, is given by d,,, above, 
(e.g., see [ 13, p. 1401). Let 
4, 
Z,,,(.~? .l)) = 1 Y’(x) Y’(y), 
where ( Y’jr;l”’ is any orthonormal basis of #AI with respect to the measure 
c,, ‘do. Then 
H,,,(.u) =I j Z,,,(x, y) H,,(y) da(y) 
n s 
for all H,,, E Xm, 
and thus by the Schwartz inequality 
for any x on the unit sphere S. Hence 
/lH,,ll~, d /IZ,,z(-~, .)I12 IIHmlIz 
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Further, by Parseval’s identity 
4n 
IIZ,,(s, . ,II: = c c Y’(J’)lZ = Z,h, -XI. 
But, if T is any rotation of the unit sphere, then Z,( Ty, TX) = Z,(y, x), 
thus Z,,,(X, X) is a constant independent of .Y [ 13, p. 1431. Thus 
k =f [Y’(x)]“, 
I 
and integrating over the unit sphere yields 
k=;j’ kdg=;‘/ ~[Y’(x)]‘drr=d,,,. 
I, .s ,1 .s 1 
Therefore l/Z,,I(s, .)I1 z = ,/‘z, which yields the desired result. 
We further note that Lemma 1 is sharp. That is, one obtains equality by 
taking H,,, = Z,,,(.y, ). 
Our next lemma gives upper and lower bounds on the maximum value 
attained by a harmonic function on the sphere S(r) of radius Y centered at 
the origin, in terms of analytic functions of r. 
LEMMA 2. Let H = H(x) he u harmonic in a neighborhood of the origin 
in W. Then .fbr ull r < R. 
(2.2) 
M(r) = M(r, H) = ;tx IH(x 
\ I 
M?(r)-MM1(r, H)=[(l/c,fr’f ‘)isCr, H’(.r)do(r)j” 
= 
1 
r(n,2) f IVHW?H(O)l 2 r2m ,,,=Om! r(m+nP) 1 
I !2  
und 
,K(r)=.&‘(r, H) 
=Jm i &(JV,H(O)I/&z!T(m+n/2))r”’ 
,rr = cl 
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Proof The left-hand inequality of (2.2) is immediate, since 
M:(r) = (l/c,r+’ 1 j,,,, H2(4 Mx) 
6 M(r)( l/c,,r” - ’ )5,,,, d4x) = M(r). 
Further. since 
where the homogeneous, harmonic polynomials H,(x) are orthogonal over 
any sphere S(r) centered at the origin, we have 
Also, since IV,,H(O)I = (V,H,,/, we have M:(r) = I‘(n/2) z,l;-=o (IV,H(O)‘/ 
m! T(m +n/2)) r2n’. This holds for all r < R, where R is given by the 
expression (2.1 ). 
To obtain the right-half inequality of (2.2), we appeal to the result of 
Lemma 1. Since the convergence of the spherical harmonic expansion 
H(x)= f ff,,,(x) 
m = 0 
is absolute and uniform for /x/ = r, where r < R and R is given by (2.1), it 
follows that 
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and by the result of Lemma 1, this is 
This proves the lemma. 
3. MEASURE OF GROWTH OF H(x): ORDER 
The order of the growth of entire harmonic functions has been 
investigated by Fryant 16, 71 and also by Fugard [8]. We here consider 
the order of growth of nonentire harmonic functions interior to the largest 
open ball centered at the origin and omitting their singularities. 
Let H(.r) have the spherical harmonic expansion as defined by (1.1) 
where R is given by the expression (2.1). We define the growth order p of 
H(X) just like the growth order of an analytic function of a complex 
variable (see [ 12, 3, 1 I), 
p = p(H) = lim sup 
log ’ log + M( r, H) 
r .R log(Rl(R - r)) 
(3.1) 
For an analytic function,f’with Taylor series expansionJ’(=) = C;=. N,,?, 
where R ’ = lim sup,, _ , Id,,] ’ “, it has been shown 112, 31 that /I as 
defined by (3.1) with M(r)=max,,+, l,f(;)l is given by the expression 
p/(c, + 1) = lim sup 
log + log + ICI,,/ R” 
,I-‘T log n 
(3.2) 
While the quantities IV,,,H(O)I do not uniquely determine the harmonic 
function H (as do the Taylor coefficients of an analytic function), they are 
sufficient to explicitly characterize the growth order of H, as shown by our 
THEOREM 1. Let H(x), x = (x,, x2 ,..., x,,) he hmmonic in a neighborhood 
of’ origin in W, and suppose the rudius R qf‘harrnonicity of’ H(x) is given bl! 
(2.1 ). Then the order p qf’ H(x) is given by the expression 
p/(c, + 1) = lim sup 
log ’ log + (IV,H(O)l/m!) R”’ 
1)s + I log m 
Proqf: Let M*(r), M(r), and k!(r) be as defined in Lemma 2. Observe 
that [All(r is an analytic function of r, and thus can be continued 
analytically to complex variables, where the radius of convergence R of 
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is given by the expression (2.1). Further, ~M,(z)(~< [Ml(r)]*, where 
r= (z(, and 
lim sup log+ log+ C~2(v)12= lim sup log+ log+ M,(r) 
r+ R h(Rl(R - r)) r4 R lw(Rl(R - r)) 
d lim sup 
log+ log+ M(r)= 
r-rR log(Rl(R-r)) -” 
Thus the growth of the function [M,(z)]’ is less than or equal to the 
growth order of the harmonic function H(x). Further, by the classical 
function theoretic result [12] the growth order of the function [M2(z)]’ 
can be expressed in terms of its Taylor coefficients as follows: 
P(Wl(l + P(#)) 
=lim sup log+ log+ 
( 
W2)IVmW0)12 R2” log(2m) 
m-a m! f(m + n/2) / 1. 
Since f (m + n/2)/m! - m’“‘*’ I, this easily yields 
IVmH(O)I m, 
Now observe that A(r) is also an analytic function of r, and thus can be 
continued to complex variables, where the radius of convergence of the 
power series 
.,fl(z) = ,/%?% f &i (lY,JW)II~ m! f(m + n/2)) z”’ 
,,I = 0 
is also R given by the expression (2.1). Again appealing to the result of 
Lemma 2, we have M(r) <A!(r) <max,=,=, j~Z(z)l, and thus the growth 
order of H(x) is less than or equal to the growth order p(J) of the 
function &Z’(z). But in view of the result (3.2) the order p(&) is given by 
the expression 
P(JN) 
1 + p(A) 
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We thus have 
lim sup 
log + log +- (iV,H(O)l/m!) R”’ 
,>1 + I log m 
P(M2) P(H) 
=I+p(M,)‘l+p(H) 
6 P(A) =lim sup 
log + log+ (IV,,, H(O)l/m!) R” 
1 + AC,@) ,v1- x log m 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
4. TYPE OF H(x) 
First, we need the definition of type of the function H(x). Suppose H(x) 
is of finite nonzero order p in the ball B,. We define the type r of H(x) just 
like the type of a function of a complex variable analytic in the disc Iz] < R, 
0 < R < CC (see [4]). The type r of H(x) is defined by the relation 
(4.1) 
Again, our object is to characterize the type r of H(x) in the ball B, 
explicitly in terms of the values of IV,H(O)I. If the analytic function 
f(z) = C,,“, ~7,~:‘~ is of finite nonzero order p in the disc (~1 CR, then the 
explicit characterization of its type r in terms of the Taylor coefficients a,, is 
given [Z] by the relation 
P 
el = 
(log+ Iu,I R*)O+’ 
(p +“1 )‘I + I lim ,“:p, np 
(4.2) 
Here, we prove 
THEOREM 2. Let H(x), x = (x, , x2,..., x,) he harmonic in a neighborhood 
of origin in W, and suppose the radius R of harmonicity of H(x) is given b,v 
(2.1). Then the type of H(x) is given by the expression 
s=t(H)= IVmH(O)l R,n ,, 
Proof: In the proof of Theorem 1 it was shown that the order of 
[Mz(z)]‘, H(x) and A(z) are all equal. Thus the order of [M2(z)]’ is 
equal to p, and so the type r(M:), according to (4.2), is given by 
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Since [A4,(z)12 has a Taylor series expansion with real, nonnegative coef- 
ficients, 
Thus, 
2PP ‘~+I (p + 
1)” 
+ 1 lim ,““p, 
1 1% 
+ Iv,wo)l R” m! 3 1 m” 
= lim sup log+ C~zW12 
r+R (R/R-r))” ’ 
log+ M2(r) 
which by the result of Lemma 2 is 
log Wr, W 
” lirn ;yp, (R/(R - r))‘)’ 
Next, the order of A@(Z) is also p, and thus according to the relation (4.2) 
the type z(.A’) is given by 
P 
z(A) = 
(p:;)“+I 
limm_szp (log+ /F J&. R")"'/m' 
mp, 
We thus have 
PP (‘+I 
b+ lY+l 
lim sup 
I 
log+ lvmfw)I R” m” 
??+a: m! 1 :’ 
P 
<z(A)= (p +“I )” + 1 lim ,“lfp, 1% + [ 
IV,fm)I R” lJ+l imp, m! 1 i 
This proves the theorem. 
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Finally, we add the following remarks: 
( I ) In a recent paper [ 111 Kapoor and Nautial have studied growth 
of generalized axisymmetric potentials which are solution of an elliptic par- 
tial differential equation in two variables. They have characterized the 
growth parameters p and r in terms of the coefficients in the ultra-spherical 
harmonic expansion of H. 
(2) The main results of this paper could be proved for generalized 
growth order and type with proper modifications in the definitions and 
proofs (see [ 11). 
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